# WARM UP STAGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RULES:</th>
<th>IDPA Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Created By:</td>
<td>2018 IDPA Nationals modified by Kurt Schlicht</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## START POSITION:
From SP per rule 3.7.2, gun loaded with 4 rounds and holstered. PCC starts at low ready, loaded with 4 rounds.

## SCENARIO:
Two against one. You are confronted by two bad guys. Be the last man standing.

## PROCEDURE:
At the signal, engage targets with 2 to the body and 1 to the head.

## SCORING:
- **Unlimited**

## ROUND COUNT:
- **06**

## TARGETS:
- **02**

## DISTANCE:
- **7yds**

## SCORED HITS:
- **6**

## PENALTIES:
- **Standard**

## CONCEALMENT:
- **Yes**

## NOTES:
- 

---

Created with Trident Stage Designer
TridentStageDesigner.com
SHOOT OUT THE LIGHTS STAGE 1

RULES: IDPA Rules

Created By: 2018 IDPA Nationals, modified by Kurt Schlicht

START POSITION:
At start position, per rule 3.7.2, facing barrels. Gun loaded per rule 8.1.4 and holstered. PCC starts at low ready.

SCENARIO:
You arrive home after a long road trip and you notice a suspicious light on inside.

PROCEDURE:
At the audible signal, take out the "light" (clay pigeon) and threats in priority and surprise targets as they become visible while making your way to P1 - P4

SCORING: Unlimited

ROUND COUNT: 17

TARGETS: 09

DISTANCE: 3 - 15 yards

SCORED HITS: 17

PENALTIES: Standard

CONCEALMENT: Yes

NOTES: Clay pigeon must break
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DIRTY CLOTHES STAGE 2

RULES: IDPA Rules

Created By: 2018 IDPA Nationals modified by Kurt Schlicht

START POSITION:
Standing at SP, holding clothes basket in both hands. Gun loaded per rule 8.1.4. PCC holding basket with one hand gun at low ready.

SCENARIO:
Due to a threat of rain, you decide to grab your clothes off the line. You find a gang has jumped the fence and is trying to take over your back yard.

PROCEDURE:
At the signal engage T1-T3. Engage all remaining targets in priority from remaining positions at P1, P2, and P3. Engage T-7 and T-8 with 3 rounds each.

SCORING:
Unlimited

ROUND COUNT: 18

TARGETS: 08

DISTANCE: 5 - 10 yards

SCORED HITS: 18

PENALTIES: Standard - Plus

CONCEALMENT: Yes

NOTES: Hits on barrels are 1- P.E. EACH!

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SP</th>
<th>Activator</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>clothes basket</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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OFFICE ROBBERY STAGE 3

RULES: IDPA Rules
Created By: 2018 IDPA Nationals modified by Kurt Schlicht

START POSITION:
At SP, hands on the “copier” (table). Gun loaded per rule 8.1.4 and holstered. Spare ammo is on the “filing cabinet” (table). PCC starts at low ready.

SCENARIO:
You are working in your downtown office making copies. Robbery suspects crash a car through the front lobby window.

PROCEDURE:
At the signal, engage T-1 with 3 rounds. Making your way to all shooting positions engage threat targets in priority. You may leave ammo on the filing cabinet- take what you need.

SCORING:
Unlimited

ROUND COUNT: 15

TARGETS: 07

DISTANCE: 5 - 10 yards

SCORED HITS: 15

PENALTIES: Standard

CONCEALMENT: Yes

NOTES:
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LIBRARY NOT SO QUIET STAGE 4

RULES: IDPA Rules

START POSITION:
Seated at SP, facing down range, hands on the X's. Gun loaded per rule 8.1.4 and placed in the box on the table. PCC starts with gun laying on the table muzzle pointing at the berm.

SCENARIO:
While doing research at the library for your memoirs, thieves enter the facility to steal a rare book collection that is on display.

PROCEDURE:
At the signal, engage visible threat targets while seated. Engage remaining threat targets in priority.

SCORING:
Unlimited

ROUND COUNT: 16

TARGETS: 08

DISTANCE: 5 - 15yds.

SCORED HITS: 16

PENALTIES: Standard

CONCEALMENT: Yes

NOTES:
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RULES: IDPA Rules

Created By: 2018 IDPA Nationals modified by Kurt Schlicht

START POSITION:
Standing at SP (center of counter). Blue gun held in both hands. Gun loaded per IDPA rule 8.1.4 and holstered. PCC laying on the table muzzle pointing at the berm.

SCENARIO:
You have recently moved to El Paso, Tx. to run the gun store you and a buddy have invested in. This is your weekend to work. You are showing a customer a gun when unsavory individuals enter the store with intent to commit robbery.

PROCEDURE:
At the signal, drop the Blue gun, engage threat targets with three rounds each in priority while remaining behind the counter.

SCIORING: Unlimited

ROUND COUNT: 18

TARGETS: 06

DISTANCE: 3 - 7 yds.

SCORED HITS: 18

PENALTIES: Standard

CONCEALMENT: No

NOTES: Three levels of priority
**RULES:** IDPA Rules

**Created By:** 2018 IDPA Nationals modified by Kurt Schlicht

**START POSITION:**
Seated in the “booth” at SP, hands on the X's on the table. Gun loaded per rule 8.1.4, and holstered. PCC starts with gun laying on the table pointed down range.

**SCENARIO:**
You're sitting in a booth with friends at a favorite eating establishment. A gang invades the restaurant looking for rival gang members, you realize that using your firearm is the only means of escape.

**PROCEDURE:**
At the signal, engage visible targets in priority while seated. At P1- P4 engage remaining targets in priority.

**SCORING:** Unlimited

**ROUND COUNT:** 18

**TARGETS:** 09

**DISTANCE:** 5 - 15yds.

**SCORED HITS:** 18

**PENALTIES:** Standard

**CONCEALMENT:** Yes

**NOTES:**

---

**Diagram:**

[Diagram of the stage setup with targets and gun placement.]